Binding of novel 9-O-N-aryl/arylalkyl amino carbonyl methyl berberine analogs to poly(U)-poly(A)·poly(U) triplex and comparison to the duplex poly(A)-poly(U).
Interaction of the 9-O-N-aryl/arylalkyl amino carbonyl methyl substituted analogs of the anticancer isoquinoline alkaloid berberine with RNA triplex, poly(U)-poly(A) · poly(U) has been studied in comparison to the duplex poly(A)-poly(U), using multiple biophysical techniques. Spectrophotometric and spectrofluorimetric studies established the non-cooperative binding mode of all the analogs with both the duplex and the triplex. However, berberine exhibited cooperative binding with poly(A)-poly(U) and non-cooperative binding with poly(U)-poly(A) · poly(U). Analog BER1 showed the highest affinity to both the duplex and the triplex followed by BER2 and BER3. The overall binding affinity varied as BER1 > BER2 > BER3 > BER. The magnitude of the quantum efficiency values (Q > 1) revealed that energy was transferred from the bases of the triplex and the duplex to the analogs. Comparative ferrocyanide quenching and viscosity studies unambiguously established a stronger intercalative geometry of the analogs to both the triplex and the duplex in comparison to berberine. Circular dichroism studies revealed that the alkaloids perturbed the conformation of both RNA helices. The binding of all the alkaloids was found to be exothermic from isothermal titration studies. Binding of the analogs was highly entropy driven while that of berberine was enthalpy dominated. The results presented here reveal strong and specific binding of these new berberine analogs to the RNA triplex and duplex and highlight the remarkable influence of the 9-substitution on the interaction profile.